ALWAYS IN 15-18.11
THE KITCHEN
08.11-24.11.18

visual art
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

15.11
16.11
17.11
18.11

18:00-...
14:00-20:00
11:00-18:00
11:00-18:00

Curated by Bent Van Looy
& Martena Duss
with Nel Aerts, Ruben Bellinkx, Kasper De Vos,
Niels Goos, Viktor Hachmang, Stéphane Kozik, Kim Noble,
Kate Isobel Scott, Charline Tyberghein, Dennis Tyfus,
Domas van Wijk & Tom Volkaert

Make yourself at home

During the second week of Always In The Kitchen, we’ve chosen Bent Van Looy and
Martena Duss as the chef de partie, the curators for the visual art section. He’s a
musician and visual artist, she’s a creative entrepreneur. Both share interest in
visual art as well as various off-track challenges in which they can combine their
refined knowledge and versatile skills. Now they’ve gathered a selection of young,
committed visual artists after having visited art schools and ateliers or via contacts
in their personal or mutual networks of artists. The result of this spontaneous
selection happens to offer a kind of overview of what’s trending lately in the art
world.

Combining forces for the multidisciplinary art festival Always In The Kitchen,
Gouvernement and CAMPO reunite artists and audience in a familiar yet disturbing
setting: an IKEA®-kitchen. For three weeks the space is challenged by curators,
theatre makers and artists. An unusual context emerges and acts as the blank canvas
for the different disciplines, while obtaining multiple layers with every happening.

24.11
03-10.12
14-16.12

Closing party
ONBETAALBAAR in IKEA® Ghent
Jingle Balls with ONBETAALBAAR at CAMPO boma

08-10.11

tickets
campo.nu
locatie
Gouvernementstraat 7 Ghent
gouvernement.gent
concept: Gouvernement
production: CAMPO &
Gouvernement

theatre
Thursday 08.11 20:00 & 22:00
Friday
09.11 20:00 & 22:00
Saturday 10.11 20:00 & 22:00

Dounia Mahammed &
Gosie Vervloessem
Hof van Eede
Tibaldus
Angelo Tijssens
play: An Miller, Gosie Vervloessem, Dounia Mahammed,
Greg Timmermans, Ans Van den Eede, Patrick Vervueren,
Renée Van Reeth, Rosanne Van Severen
Dounia Mahammed & Gosie Vervloessem, Hof van Eede, Tibaldus and
Angelo Tijssens set the first week on fire. Each one of them has a strong
affinity with language, wordplay and a sense of humour, especially when
it comes down to interpreting this new environment. They separately
create a ‘kitchen scene’ in which they use and adjust the kitchen and
its characteristics, or draw upon recipes for human behaviour, food and
scenes representing mundane life at the heart of the home.
Technique: Anne Meeussen & Philippe Digneffe

illustration: Lukas Verstraete

From off-beat installations and theatrical kitchen scenes to in situ art works and total
sensory experiences, nothing, not even the freezers or stoves, will be spared. So, take
a seat or a look, make yourself at home and get comfortable.

22-23.11

music, video,
performance
Thursday 22.11 21:00
Friday
23.11 21:00

‘Never In The Always (a love story)’

Micha Volders
Jaak De Digitale
Louis van der Waal
voice over: Tine Van den Wyngaert
Providing the last notes for the festival: a spectacle of colour, light,
music, drama, love, sex and murder. On the menu is a total, trippy and
sensory experience with some eye candy as dessert - even Alice in
Wonderland might envy it. Musician Micha Volders, video producer Jaak
De Digitale (Bart Winckers’s alias at night) and Louis van der Waal
are going all in. Having invited Tine Van den Wyngaert as the velvety
voice of the white kitchen, they submerge us in a one-of-kind universe
intersecting amusement parks, biblical references such as the Old
Testament and some Funkadelic.
Technique: Anne Meeussen & Philippe Digneffe

1.

2.

Tibaldus
Renée Van Reeth &
Rosanne Van Severen

Dounia Mahammed &
Gosie Vervloessem

Together with two nine-year-old girls, Tibaldus-member Hans Mortelmans evokes
a sequence of dreams. In those dreams, two old women, a female dancer and a
king who wants to be an actor pass by.
“Two women are with us in the same room. They are two old women, though I
can’t exactly say what their age is. It seems as if they grew up together here. They
can be sisters, but I’m not sure about that. Behind them is a little table and on it
stands a Christmas tree. The weird thing is that I don’t know whether that means
it’s Christmas, or if the tree is just part of the interior. I think it is Christmas
time, but maybe the two women don’t feel like removing the Christmas tree. One
woman sits more at the back near a wooden cupboard, out of which comes a part
of a tray. She uses the tray as a writing desk, lying there are postcards, letters
and blue paper on which she writes.”
Tibaldus is a collective founded by Timeau De Keyser, Simon De Winne and
Hans Mortelmans, but they invite guest actors for their plays as well. Almost
celebrating their 10th birthday, the collective created plays such as Yvonne,
Prinses van Bourgondië and its sequel Het Huwelijk, which were both shown at
CAMPO.

Dounia Mahammed and Gosie Vervloessem, both linked to the residency platform
wpZimmer, have a strong connection with food, kitchen related themes and
kitchen experiments. The artists cherish a fascination in cornflour which also
acts as the binding agent between them. In their research “kitchen laboratory”,
they translate the transformation of forms, the digestion of human beings and of
animals into a search for the hidden, underground and invisible things. The play
manoeuvres from one temperament to another, from boiling to freezing point
and back. As its emphasis lies on transition phases of forms and substances,
the kitchen is an ambiguous space. With the heat turned on, Mahammed and
Vervloessem provoke us via unexpected methods.
Theatre makers and actors Dounia Mahammed and Gosie Vervloessem work
together for the first time. The kitchen theme is right up their alley: Mahammed
has previously used cornflour in her play w a t e r w a s s e r (2017), Vervloessem
has implemented the concept of food, cooking and digestion in Greetings from
Nagasaki (2016) and Deep Space Investigation (2017).
Text, direction & play: Dounia Mahammed & Gosie Vervloessem

Text & direction: Hans Mortelmans
Play: Hans Mortelmans, Renée Van Reeth & Rosanne Van Severen

3.

Angelo Tijssens
An Miller
Our senses are masters in associating things which might seem non-related at first,
and they clearly link together our taste buds and unforgettable moments. Just like
that mesmerising ratatouille dish from the eponymous Walt Disney movie, food and
memories seem to rhyme easily together as a match made in heaven. Unwillingly
becoming a space where multitasking prevails, the kitchen brings together people
we love, their stories and comfort food – especially after a long day of work. Theatre
maker Angelo Tijssens drags us in a play where all our senses are simultaneously
triggered and offers a sort of homage to the kitchen with the space as an important
glue between food and people. While An Miller puts on the oven gloves and wields the
kitchen knife, the monologue, sometimes disguised as a dialogue, invites us to take a
walk down memory lane.
Angelo Tijssens walks back and forth between theatre and film. For instance, he’s
known as a theatre maker and actor in the theatre company Ontroerend Goed and as
the co-writer for the critically acclaimed movie Girl (2018), the movie by Lukas Dhont.
Text: Angelo Tijssens
Direction: Pol Heyvaert
Play: An Miller

4.

Hof van Eede
Greg Timmermans
Ans Van den Eede
Patrick Vervueren
DESIGN YOUR OWN LIFE
Buying a kitchen. For some it’s an investment like everything else, for others
a first step towards an existential crisis. Especially at an IKEA store, that
listens to the baseline “Design your own life” and is decorated as a collection of
picture-perfect backdrops where you can walk around to test your possible lives.
In what décor can I be at home? Who is shaping who? Do I form the kitchen or
does the kitchen form me? Hof van Eede sheds a light on a couple in a show
room where they are forced to wonder where they want to feel at home. The
staged hygge at IKEA echoes such a familiar vibe that it eventually becomes
unheimlich. Navigating between hygge, spaghetti meatballs and handless slides,
the couple might not only lose their grip but also each other.
Founded in 2011, the theatre collective Hof van Eede is fascinated by the
individual and bigger narrative of the world and likes to play with the border
between the comical and tragical, between the trivial and existential.
Text & direction: Wannes Gyselinck & Ans Van den Eede

